Accessibility Made Easy
with Foxit PhantomPDF Business
Remediating a single document for accessibility requires resources in labor and time.
PhantomPDF has all the tools to adhere to government and international requirements to quickly
turn scanned and born-digital files into Section 508-compliant documents that are accessible for
users with visual and mobile impairments.

WCAG 2.0 Standard Compliance - Make documents usable to all
All of PhantomPDF’s solutions abide by WCAG 2.0 AA, the highest standard for accessibility, ensuring documents can be
read by people with disabilities and screen-reading software.

Auto-tagging - Eliminate manual processes
PhantomPDF’s auto-tagging capability converts an un-remediated file into an accessible document within minutes, saving
time, effort, and money. Autotag Document identifies and classifies all elements of your document -- text, headings, images,
tables, lists, form fields and more.

Action Wizard - Step-by-step guidance to automating accessibility
Have all the necessary steps prepared before tagging a document. Action Wizard walks you through a quick and essential
setup guide to make remediation as error-free as possible.

Area Reading Order - Reorder content the easy way
The traditional way of setting reading order is repetitive and error-prone. Area Reading Order is an exclusive feature from
PhantomPDF that provides a quicker and more intuitive way to arrange how document content should be read. Just draw areas
around specified properties within a page and rearrange their order to the way you want screen-reading software to read it.

Alternate Text - Add supplemental text all in one go
Adding alternative text to a document’s images is one of the most basic principles of accessibility. Rather than manually
going through a document, PhantomPDF’s Alternate Text feature automatically detects all images and lets you set the
alternate text or designate as a decorative image.

Accessibility Check - Instantly verify levels of accessibility
Accessibility Check runs a detailed report to help you evaluate whether your tagged PDF files meet WCAG 2.0 standards for
accessibility. The report pinpoints problematic areas in your document and how to further remediate them, saving you from
guesswork.

Automate High-Volume Document Accessibility
Foxit PDF Compressor / Rendition Server
Complying with digital document accessibility standards can seem like a daunting undertaking.
Spend less time manually tagging documents by using automation to create more accessible
materials as part of your document generation process.

Advanced Auto-Tagging
To function properly, screen readers and other assistive technologies require text layer data. Save time and reduce costs
with a solution that will automatically create tagged PDFs from both electronic files and unstructured, scanned documents.

Better Customer Experience
In a 2015 WebAIM survey of screen reader users’ preferences, about 50% of respondents found PDFs difficult to read.
Improve customer experience by creating PDFs that people using screen readers can understand and work with. Accessible
documents can be generated in PDF/A-1a, PDF/A-2a, and PDF/A-3a formats.

PDF Accessibility Compliance
Avoid lawsuits and trouble with regulatory bodies by working toward accessibility compliance standards. We can help
organizations in education, government, and other regulated industries comply with mandates around 508 compliance and
avoid costly litigation.

Digital Document Handling
Preserve, improve, or replace existing tagging structures in digital documents for flexible accessibility processing according
to your needs.

Optimize Documents
Make your documents more efficient to work with, lower ownership costs, and meet compliance requirements using
automated, enterprise-ready PDF conversion technology. Make your files highly compressed, searchable, and accessible
with large scale automation.

Fit with Your IT Modernization Strategy
Use auto-tagging and PDF conversion in a traditional server folder structure or deploy as a made-for-cloud web service with
robust integration tools.

One Software Fits All
Born digital or scanned, structured or unstructured, our solutions can handle it all. PDF Compressor uses multiple methods to
ensure that no matter the document type, you can get the most accurate tags in the way that makes the most sense with
your documents and processes.

